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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DEVELOPMENTS 

July 23, 2013 

Bank Deals Accelerate and Great Companies Are Created 

 The long predicted surge in bank deals appears to be underway, with near daily announcements 
of sizable deals since late spring.  Unlike temporary upticks seen in the last couple years, this cycle is 
marked by a diverse set of transactions that are not concentrated geographically.  The banks participat-
ing in these deals are acting decisively to grow and create franchise scarcity value, and are being re-
warded for it in the stock market.    

 The trend we described in our April 5 memo (“Traditional, Strategic Mergers Building Next 
Generation of Regional Powerhouses”) of growing community banks engaging in transformative mer-
gers continues to pick up pace, with the blockbuster CapitalSource/PacWest merger announced yester-
day and MB Financial/Taylor Capital last week.  Numerous banks have also pursued straightforward 
acquisitions of multiple smaller institutions in an effort to reach critical mass and gain the efficiencies 
and competitive advantages that result.  One example is Home Bancshares adding to its long list of 
successful deals by announcing the acquisition of Liberty Bancshares at the end of June.  Another is 
Wilshire Bancorp agreeing to acquire BankAsiana and following this just over a month later with a 
deal to buy Saehan Bancorp.      

 Major asset deals or branch purchases also continue to be a way to achieve controlled growth 
with generally a shorter timeline to receipt of regulatory approvals and completion.   Washington Fed-
eral announced an acquisition late last week of 51 branches from Bank of America, which represents a 
major step forward in Washington Federal’s growth and asset composition objectives.  And there are 
still creative ways to acquire troubled or undercapitalized institutions, the latest example being Ford 
Financial’s agreement to acquire Metropolitan Bank in a bankruptcy court asset sale.  Finally, numer-
ous institutions are doing deals to obtain higher yielding businesses, with prominent examples includ-
ing the PacWest/CapitalSource deal and Umpqua’s recently completed acquisition of Financial Pacific.   

 Several recent studies have shown that buyers are being rewarded handsomely by the stock 
market when they announce deals showing pricing restraint and meeting goals around earnings accre-
tion and tangible book value earn back periods.  As always, in stock mergers or mergers-of-equals, 
pricing restraint can create a “win-win” situation as a run up in the surviving company’s stock directly 
benefits the merged company’s shareholders.  SCBT’s pending deal with First Financial is a great ex-
ample, as the target’s shareholders have seen the initially announced premium increase dramatically 
with SCBT’s stock trading up post announcement; First Financial shareholders can also look forward 
to a significantly higher dividend post-close.  In these mergers having restrained, well-received pricing 
terms often creates as much value to the merged company’s shareholders as the announced premium.  

 CapitalSource’s agreement to merge with PacWest has the appearance of another “win-win” 
deal.  The transaction pairs the very strong commercial banking franchise and low-cost deposit mix of 
PacWest with the robust national lending platform of CapitalSource, creating a major California depos-
itary with abundant opportunities to generate high yielding assets.  The consideration mix ensures sub-
stantial continued interest (about 55%) for CapitalSource shareholders in the combined organization, 
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while also providing them a large cash return of capital.  The deal presents an unusually strong mix of 
financial measures, featuring significant EPS accretion coupled with tangible book value accretion 
comparable to that announced for the pending M&T/Hudson City deal.  The combined company will 
have among the highest capital levels in the country, with greater than 10% tangible common equi-
ty/total assets.  The transaction is also notable in that it involves a merger of one of the larger industrial 
bank holding companies into a traditional bank holding company. 

 While conditions are favorable for bank deals, there remain sticky issues to work through with 
any major transaction.  Mergers require very careful attention to social and governance issues, to help 
ensure that cultural friction doesn’t negate what may be strong strategic and financial benefits on pa-
per. The regulatory climate generally leads firms to expect a lengthier timeline to receipt of approvals 
and closing, with recently announced deals generally indicating a 2014 closing date.  While a longer 
timeframe may be the new reality, the fact remains that deals are being approved and, in some cases, 
the approval timelines are comparable to pre-crisis durations.  This is particularly the case with smaller 
community bank deals, but some transformative mergers (e.g. SCBT/First Financial) have also seen 
approval timelines of 3-4 months or less from the filing of an application.   

 As long as the market continues to reward thoughtful deal participants, we expect activity will 
continue at a relatively high level.  The recent announcements are sure to get a great deal of attention 
and prompt other strategically minded banks to turn to deals as a way to bolster their competitive posi-
tion and create shareholder value.    
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